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Chapter 1. Introduction

Release information for NVIDIA® GPUDirect® Storage (GDS) for developers and users.

GDS is the newest addition to the GPUDirect family. GDS enables a direct data path for direct memory access (DMA) transfers between GPU memory and storage, which avoids a bounce buffer through the CPU. This direct path increases system bandwidth and decreases the latency and utilization load on the CPU.

GDS is enabled on distributed filesystems like DDN Exascaler®, WekaFS, and VAST. GDS documents and online resources provide additional context for the optimal use of and understanding of GPUDirect Storage.

Refer to the following guides for more information about GDS:

‣ GPUDirect Storage Design Guide
‣ GPUDirect Storage Overview Guide
‣ cuFile API Reference Guide
‣ GPUDirect Storage Best Practices Guide
‣ GPUDirect Storage Installation and Troubleshooting Guide
‣ GPUDirect Storage O_DIRECT Requirements Guide

To learn more about GDS, refer to the following blogs:

‣ GPUDirect Storage: A Direct Path Between Storage and GPU Memory
‣ The Magnum IO series.
Chapter 2. New Features

The following features have been added since the 0.9 release:

- Compatibility with POSIX IO is enabled by default
- Alpha level support for RHEL 8.3
- GDS is available as Technical preview for DGX OS
- Support for MLNX_OFED 5.3 for NVMe and NVMeOF
- Support for Excelero™ NVMesh devices
- Support for ScaleFlux computational storage
- Integration with DALI and Pytorch
- Experimental RAPIDS integration for cuDF, unoptimized, reads only
Chapter 3. MLNX_OFED and Filesystem Requirements

Here are the MLNX_OFED and filesystem requirements for GDS:

- Ubuntu 18.04 and 20.04, RHEL 8.3
- MLNX_OFED 5.1-2.5.8.0 and later, which supports NVMe NVMeoF, NFSoRDMA (VAST) on Linux kernel 4.15.x and 5.4.x

You need to install MLNX_OFED **before** you install GDS. Refer to Installing GPUDirect Storage for more information about installing MLNX_OFED.

- The following distributed filesystems:
  - WekaFS 3.8.0
  - DDN Exascaler 5.2
  - VAST 3.4

- Block/other file systems supported:
  - ScaleFlux CSD
  - NVMeMesh
  - PavillionData
Chapter 4. Improvements

The following improvements have been made to GDS since the 0.9.1 release.

- Added Dynamic Routing for distributed file systems
- Added Static library support
- Added RHEL8.3 support
- Made Compatible Mode default for GDS
- NUMA-based PCIe peer affinity computation in the nvidia_fs driver
- Minor bug fixes to nvidia_fs driver to improve resiliency and supportability
- Added stats for dynamic routing in the gds_stats tool
- Minor bug fixes in GDS tools to improve resiliency and supportability
- Minor enhancements and bug fixes in libcufile to improve resiliency and supportability
Chapter 5. Included Packages

The GDS package contains the following Debian packages:

- gds-tools-10-1_0.95.0.86-1_amd64.deb
- libcufile-10-1_0.95.0.86-1_amd64.deb
- libcufile-dev-10-1_0.95.0.86-1_amd64.deb
- nvidia-fs_2.6.86-1_amd64.deb
- nvidia-fs-dkms_2.6.86-1_amd64.deb
- nvidia-gds-10-1_10.1.20210407-1_amd64.deb
- nvidia-gds_10.1.20210407-1_amd64.deb

Note: Each component has a README file. For example, for gds-tools, the README file is in the `/usr/local/CUDA-X.Y/gds/tools/` directory.
Chapter 6. Minor Updates and Bug Fixes

The following minor updates and bug fixes were made after version 0.9.1:

- Improved cuFile library cleanup and error reporting for internal cuda errors.
- Fixed handling of cuFile IO operations for platforms that do not have NUMA information.
- Removed dependency on application CUDA context for internal GDS buffer allocations.
- Fixed nvidia-fs driver bug in reading sparse files with more than 768 holes in a single IO read.
- Fixed nvidia-fs makefile to handle MOFED src paths correctly for different distros.
- Fixed handling of IO completion checks when called in interrupt mode.
- Fixed incorrect error handling of NFS preads on GDS allocated internal buffers.
- Fixed Python script errors in gdscheck.py and python3 is now the default interpreter.
- Fixed gdscheck verification mode when buffers are not aligned.
- Fixed GDS packaging to reduce dependencies on libcuda and libjson packages.
Chapter 7. Known Issues

This section provides information about the known issues in this release of GDS.

- `nvidia_p2p_get_pages` performance has severely regressed in NVIDIA driver 440.33.01 compared to 418.116.00 in DGX-2.
- For Lustre filesystem:
  - with stripe count > 1, `cuFileRead` and `cuFileWrite` do not work with poll mode enabled for versions older than 2.12.5_ddn10.
  - with 2.12.5_ddn10, any reads beyond EOF causes a `BUG_ON` inside nvidia-fs.
- RHEL8.3 does not have default udev rules for detecting RAID members, which disables GDS on RAID volumes. Please refer to the section Adding udev Rules for RAID Volumes in the GPUDirect Storage Installation and Troubleshooting Guide.
- The `nfs-rdma` module in MLNX_OFED 5.3-1.0.0.1 does not compile. Expected to be fixed in an upcoming releases of MLNX_OFED 5.3.
- MLNX_OFED 5.3 has been tested with limited file systems (Ext4, DDN ExaScaler).
- CUDA 11.3 has been tested with CUDA driver versions 450.x, and 460.x. It is not expected to work with the default driver version (465 and above) that comes with CUDA toolkit 11.3.
- The `gdsio` tool takes only numeric values for "-a" and "-n" fields.
Chapter 8. Known Limitations

This section provides information about the known limitations in this release of GDS.

- For Lustre, checksum is disabled in the read/write IO path.
- For Weka, checksum is disabled in the read/write IO path.
- There is no per GPU configuration for cache and BAR memory usage.
- cuFile configuration is decided at application load time.
- cuFile APIs are not supported with applications using the `fork()` system call.
- There is no command or API to purge GDS internal caches without calling the `cuFileDriverClose` API.
- MLNX_OFED 5.3 has been tested with following file systems: Ext4, DDN ExaScaler.
- `max_direct_io_size_kb` in `cufile.json` should be multiples of 64K.
Chapter 9. Deprecations

This section provides information about the APIs that have been deprecated.
No APIs have been deprecated since version 0.9.
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